Create a life that
fits you like a glove!

Keha P. Shids

FAITH BUSINESS

WOMEN LEADERSHIP

Speaker • Mentor • Luxury Brand Ambassadrice™

Imagine a world where more women have access to the tools and
strategies necessary to maximize their potential and to live a life that
mirrors their knowingness that they are indeed created for greatness.

Signate Topic

Reclaim Your Throne™

Reclaim Your Throne™ is designed to take high-potential women on a riveting journey of
true self-discovery and luxurious reconnection with their purpose. This highly interactive
talk on Reclaiming Your Throne, aspires to empower the next wave of women influencers
to combine their brilliance, their gifts, and their business savvy so that they can create a
life that ﬁts them and their gifts like a glove.
In this motivational, content-rich Reclaim Your Throne™ experience, Keisha will have
participants:
♥ Racing to hit the reset button in their lives
♥ Creating an actionable vision for their new luxurious purpose-ﬁlled life
♥ Learning step-by-step tips that they can begin to implement right away to own
and showcase who they know they are truly meant to be in this world!
♥ Realize they have done enough waiting, and that it is time for them reclaim their
thrones
Reclaim Your Throne™ is an experience that can be adapted to focus solely on women in
business & leadership (corporate and entrepreneurship)



hirekeisha@beautyandherbrains.com

 (760) 392-1228

Bio

Keisha Shields is a Centre Stage certiﬁed, true powerhouse speaker who has a well of
cultivated techniques that allow her to instantaneously make each participant feel as
though they are the only ones in the room. As an international women’s empowerment
speaker who is passionate about deeply connecting with her audience, Keisha sculpts her
experiences so that it ﬁts each speaking engagement or event individually. In everything
that she does, Keisha aims to have women reconnect with the truth that they are indeed
created for greatness and that there is no time like the present to make it happen!
In her favorite role as an ambassadrice for professional and business women all over the
world, Keisha Shields is the speaker that you want to have keynoting your next event.

A Sampling of Previous Clients:
Power Up Your Brand – Womens Faith Speakers
High Heels in Higher Places Business Conference
U.S Human Rights Fund – Public Interest Project
The National CSFY
ACLU NorCal
Nonproﬁt & NGO Conferences
Girl Inspired

Ttоi:
“Keisha is an excellent speaker who has led, facilitated, and presented at several of our
national and regional events over the past 6 years. Her passion for seeing others excel
and for motivating those who may have been seen by many as hopeless, shines
through as she speaks lovingly like a long-ago friend that sees the best in every one in
the room.” E. Calvin
“Keisha gave a fantastic and breathtakingly fresh talk about owning your uniqueness
as a woman with purpose. Not only did she motivate and encourage attendees, but
she provided handouts to facilitate further learning by the women at the event.”
K. McNeil
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